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Space is infinite in natural science, with countless amounts of dimensions. 
two-dimensional is space, three-dimensional is space, time dimension also. In the art 
world, landscape oil painting as a kind of graphic arts, is creating three-dimensional 
space on a two-dimensional real space.The color,as one of the major language of oil 
painting,plays a vital role in the creation of landscape oil painting. The performance 
space in the landscape paintings, is artist's exploration and discovery of beauty, is 
human’s love and respect for nature. Study light, air,condition of color is the natural 
and social sciences inherit and develop. As the typical works an example, is a 
distinguished painter of ancient and praises highly appreciated. From the air, light, 
condition of color use, to study the spatial form of landscape painting, explore 
performance plays an important role in the space of a few aspects. 
This paper mainly divided into the following three chapters: 
Chapter One: development of landscape oil painting. 
Introduction to landscape oil painting in the process of the origin and development of 
several changes. 
     Chapter Two: in this paper, the landscape oil painting creation on the space 
shape using the methods of science and art. Respectively on the influence of the 
perspective of law apply in painting, color science development in painting, the 
influence of conditions delve into the air, light, the rule of conditional color . 
Chapter Three : in this paper, I have performance and thinking of landscape oil 
painting on the exploration of space .On the one hand, is in the air, the feeling of 
illustrate sketch works for himself, and to emphasize the importance of sketch in 
painting creation, on the other hand made in exploration, from the performance of the 
color and images on the one hand, from the performance space for trying. 
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图（5）《石湖串月》颜文梁                   图（6）《江南水乡》吴冠中 
 
本章图片引自（http://www.arts365.com.cn）
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